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Let f: X + X be a self-map of a compact ANR and A c X a closed subset. Two conditions are 
stated which are necessary for the realization of A as the fixed point set of a map g in the 
homotopy class of 1; and it is shown that these conditions are also sufficient in many cases if X 
is a compact connected polyhedron and if A can be by-passed. The proofs use methods from 
relative Nielsen fixed point theory. 
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1. The problem 
We are concerned here with the realization of possible fixed point sets of maps 
g E [f] in a given homotopy class of a self-map f: X+X. This characterization is 
easy for a large class of polyhedra, called “2-dimensionally connected”, if f is the 
identity map, as it is known that any closed and nonempty subset of such a 
polyhedron can be the fixed point set of a deformation (Theorem 4.1). But such a 
result is clearly not true for an arbitrary map f: X+ X. As all fixed points in a 
component of the fixed point set Fix g = {x E X 1 g(x) = x} lie in the same fixed point 
class and as the Nielsen number N(f) is homotopy invariant, a closed set A = Fix g, 
for g E [f], must have at least N(f) components. It is also clearly necessary that 
the restriction fl A off to a fixed point set A = Fix g must be homotopic to the 
inclusion map i : A + X. 
In [9] Strantzalos claimed that these conditions are frequently sufficient. He stated 
that if X = M is a compact connected topological manifold of dimension # 2, 4 or 
5 and if A is a closed nonempty subset lying in the interior of X so that nl(X, 
X -A) = 0, then the following two conditions are necessary and sufficient for the 
realization of A as the fixed point set of a map g E [f] for a given f: X + X: 
(i) f] A is homotopic to the inclusion i : A + X, 
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(ii) A has at least N(f) components. 
But this result is not correct without change, and a counterexample is given in 
Example 2.3 below. 
The reason for the error in [9] is that the construction of g does not take into 
account the H-relation of the essential fixed point classes off and g under the 
homotopy H : X x I + X between them [ 1, Chapter VI D; 3, pp. 9, 181. This means 
that for every essential fixed point class F off there exist a unique essential fixed 
point class G of g and a path p : 1 +X with p(0) E F, p( 1) E G and {p(t)} path- 
homotopic to {H(p( t), t)}. 
We shall show that the H-relation of essential fixed point classes can be used to 
replace the second condition in [9], and thus obtain the two conditions (Cl) and 
(C2) of Section 2 which are not only necessary for the realization of a subset A of 
a compact ANR as a fixed point set of g E [f] (Theorem 2.1), but also frequently 
sufficient (Theorem 3.2). To establish the sufficiency, we use some methods which 
were developed in relative Nielsen fixed point theory [6,7] and therefore we require 
that A can be imbedded into a subpolyhedron B of the compact connected polyhe- 
dron X so that (X, B) has the properties needed in the construction of minimal 
fixed point sets on pairs of spaces. In particular it is necessary that B can be 
by-passed, which means that every path in X with endpoints in X-B is path- 
homotopic to a path in X-B [6, Definition 5.11. It is easy to see that if X and 
X-B are path-connected, then by-passing of B is equivalent to the condition 
rr,(X, X - B) = 0 used in [9]. 
As the conditions (Cl) and (C2), especially the second one, can be difficult to 
check, we finish with the discussion of some cases where (C2), or both (Cl) and 
(C2), can be omitted. These cases include deformations (Theorem 4.1), simply- 
connected spaces (Theorem 4.2) and especially the case where each component of 
the prescribed fixed point set is contained in a contractible subpolyhedron (Theorem 
4.3). A consequence of our results is the fact that any closed proper subset of a 
sphere of dimension 22 can be realized as the fixed point set of a map in a given 
homotopy class (Corollary 4.4 and Theorem 4.5). 
Background material for this paper can be found in [l] and [3]. 
I wish to thank Boju Jiang of the University of Peking, who has provided Example 
2.3, and Bob Brown of UCLA, who has critically read a draft of this paper. I also 
wish to thank the University of Jammu, India, for their hospitality during some of 
the work on this problem. 
2. Necessary conditions for fixed point sets 
Let f:X+X be a self-map of a compact ANR (metric) and g a map in the 
homotopy class [f]. It is clear that A = Fix g must be closed, and that A must be 
nonempty if N(f) > 0. We give here two other conditions which A must satisfy, 
and which in Section 3 will be shown to be sufficient for the realization of A as 
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Fix g for some g E [f]. The two conditions are (Cl) and (C2), where in (C2) the 
symbol - denotes homotopy of paths with endpoints fixed and * the path product. 
(Cl) There exists a homotopy Z? : A x Z + X from fl A to the inclusion i : A + X, 
(C2) for every essential fixed point class F off: X + X there exists a path p : Z + X 
with p(0) E F, p(1) E A and 
{P(t))-{fOP(t)I * @(P(l), t)). 
To show the necessity of (Cl) and (C2) we assume that X is a compact ANR 
(metric) as in [l, Chapter VI], but the results and proofs can easily be adjusted to 
the setting of [8]. 
Theorem 2.1. Let f: X + X be a self-map of a compact ANR and A a subspace of X. 
Zf there exists a map g E [f ] with Fix g = A, then A satis$es (Cl) and (C2). 
Proof. Let H : X x Z + X be a homotopy from f to g. It is clear that n = H 1 A x Z 
satisfies (Cl). If F is an essential fixed point class off, then there exists a path 
p: Z-+X so that p(0) E F, p(1) E G, where G is the essential fixed point class of g 
which is H-related to F, and {p(t)}-{H(p(t), t)}. But 
{H(P(~), t)I - {H(P(~), O)I * {H(p(l), t)) = If o p(t)1 * {fi(p(l), t)), 
and so (C2) is satisfied. 0 
Note that the argument in the proof shows that (Cl) and (C2) are conditions on 
A and the homotopy class [f] rather than on the specific map chosen to represent 
[fl. 
Instead of (C2) Strantzalos [9] used the condition that a set to be realized as a 
fixed point set has at least N(f) components. We show that this condition follows 
from (C2). 
Theorem 2.2. Let f: X + X be a self-map of a compact ANR and A a closed subspace 
of X. Zf (Cl) and (C2) hold, then A has at least N(f) components. 
Proof. We can assume that A # 0 and N(f) > 1, as otherwise the result is trivial. 
Using the homotopy extension property we can extend Z? to a homotopy H :X x Z + 
X with H(x, 0) = f(x). If f ‘: X-+X is given by f ‘(x) = H(x, l), then A = Fix f’ by 
(Cl). For any two distinct essential fixed point classes Fk off (k = 1,2) condition 
(C2) implies that there exist two paths pk : Z + X with ~~(0) E Fk, pk( 1) E A and 
{Pk(t))-{f oPk(f)) * {H(pk(l), t)I-{H(pk(t), t)>. 
Thus pk( 1) E FL, where F; is the unique essential fixed point class off’ which is 
H-related to Fk. So FI, fl A # 0 and F; fl F; = 0. Now a component C of A cannot 
intersect both F: and Fi, as AC Fix f’ implies that C must lie in a single fixed 
point class off’ [3, Corollary 1.14, p. 71. Hence there is at least one component of 
A in each essential fixed point class off ‘, and thus there are at least N( f ‘) = N(f) 
components of A. II 
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We now present an example of a map f: X + X on a polyhedron X and a subset 
A of X which does not satisfy condition (C2) with respect to f, so by Theorem 2.1 
the subset A cannot be the fixed point set of any map homotopic to f: The space 
in this example satisfies all assumptions in [9, Satz 1.11, and so the example shows 
that [9] has to be amended. The construction is related to [3, p. 18, Example 21. 
Example 2.3. Let Y = S: v S: be the figure-eight in the plane which consists of two 
circles S: and S: joined at the point uO, let A = S: (see Fig. l), and let X = M be 
a compact 3-manifold with boundary which is a regular neighbourhood of Y in 
Euclidean 3-space. Let (Y and p be the two generators of n,( Y, a,) determined by 
S: and Sl , and let 4 : Y + Y be a map with Fix 4 = {a,, x1, x2} so that +,, : nTT1( Y, ao) + 
T,( Y, a,) is the homomorphism given by dm(a)) = @I$-’ and #,(p) = p-‘. We define 
f:X~Xbyf=io~or,wherei:Y~Xistheinclusionandr:X~Yadeformation 
retraction. 
Xl 
A= S: a 
X2 
Fig. 1. 
We claim that a, is contained in an essential fixed point class F off: The fixed 
point indices of the map 4 : Y + Y are ind( Y, 4, x,) = -1, ind( Y, 4, x2) = 1 and 
ind( Y, 4, a,) = L(4) -ind( Y, 4, x1) -ind( Y, 4, x2) = 1. 
As the arc from x2 to x, consisting of the two right semicircles in Fig. 1 shows that 
x, and x2 lie in the same fixed point class of 4, we get N( 4) = 1 and hence N(f) = 1. 
Thus the only essential fixed point class F off must contain a,. 
Now assume, by way of contradiction, that there exists a homotopy H from f to 
a map g with Fix g = A. Then the essential fixed point class F off must be H-related 
to the essential fixed point class A of g, and thus there must exist a path (loop) 
u:I+X with u(O)=u(l)=u,and 
{u(t)l-{fOu(t)l* {H(%, t)l={fOU(t)l* {w(t)), (1) 
where w(t) is the loop I?(u,, t). As fr, g,: rl(X, a,,)+ r,(X, a,,) are related by 
conjugation, Fix g = A and the construction off imply 
f,(Ly)=waw-l=pclp~', 
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and as n,(X, a,) is a free group with generators (Y and p, this means that w = pa” 
for some n E Z. 
In the homology group H,(X) let u define the element ka + Zp. Then {u(t)} - 
{fo u(f)}* {w(t)} implies 
(F) =f$)+(Y) =(:, -:)(:)+(:)=(z) 
and thus 
But this is impossible as l-21 is odd, and hence u cannot exist and A cannot be 
the fixed point set of a map g E [f 1. 
The pair (X, A) satisfies clearly all assumptions of [9, Satz 1.11. But (C2) does 
not hold, as (C2) would imply (1). (Compare [l, Chapter VI D, Theorem 7, p. 901.) 
3. Sufficiency of the conditions 
We now show that the conditions (Cl) and (C2) are sufficient for the realization 
of A as Fix g with g E [f ] if (X, A) satisfies the fairly general assumptions which 
arise from the methods of relative Nielsen fixed point theory. As the realization is 
easier if A is a subpolyhedron of the compact polyhedron X, we deal with this 
special case first in the form of Lemma 3.1, and then use it in the proof of the 
general result. A local cutpoint x E X is a point which has a connected neighbourhood 
U so that U - {x} is not connected. 
Lemma 3.1. Let f: X + X be a self-map of a compact connected polyhedron X without 
a local cutpoint and A a subpolyhedron. Assume that X -A is not a 2-manifold and 
that A can be by-passed. If (Cl) and (C2) hold, then there exists a map g E [f ] with 
Fix g = A. 
Proof. If A =0, then (C2) implies N(f) =O, and so Lemma 3.1 follows from [2, 
Theorem 5.31. If A # 0, we use the homotopy extension property to extend the 
homotopy fi : A x I + X in (Cl) and (C2) to a homotopy H, : X x I + X and define 
g, :X+X by gr(x) = H,(x, 1). Then A c Fix g,. An easy modification of the proof 
of [6, Theorem 4.11 shows that g, is homotopic to a map g,:X+ X with g,(a)= 
g,(a) = a for all a E A so that g, is fix-finite on X -A and has all fixed points on 
X -A located in maximal simplexes. Now let G be a fixed point class of g, with 
G n (X -A) f 0. If G fl (X -A) consists of more than one point, we can unite these 
fixed points, using by-passing, as in the proof of [6, Theorem 6.21 to a single fixed 
point in X -A. We can remove this fixed point in the usual manner if it has index 
zero, and we can unite it with a fixed point of G 0 Bd A if G fl A # 0 as in the proof 
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of [6, Theorem 6.21. Thus we obtain a map g, E [f] with A c Fix g, so that if 
Fix g, # A, then each fixed point x E X -A forms an essential fixed point class {x}. 
As all modifications from g, to g, have been carried out in X -A and as the 
homotopy H, from f to g, extends fi, we see that f is homotopic to g, under a 
homotopy H: X x I + X which extends ti. 
Now assume that Fix g, # A. As any point x E Fix g, - A forms an essential fixed 
point class of g,, it is H-related to an essential fixed point class F off: By (C2) 
there exists a path p: I + X with p(O) E F and p(l) E A so that 
Mt))-_(f”~(r)l * @Ml), t)I-{H(p(t), t)], 
and hence p( 1) = x. But x & A, and so this is impossible and the map g = g, has 
fixed point set A. 0 
We now use Lemma 3.1 to find conditions on an arbitrary (not necessarily 
polyhedral) closed A c X which allow its realization as a fixed point set. Theorem 
3.2 reduces to Lemma 3.1 if A = B is a subpolyhedron. In the first step of the proof 
we will construct a subpolyhedron which is 2-dimensionally connected, which means 
as usual that for every two maximal simplexes a, u’ there exists a chain of maximal 
simplexes (T,, u2,. . . , a, with U, = U, ok = (T’ so that 6, fl cj+, is of dimension at 
leastoneforj=I,2 ,..., k-l. 
Theorem 3.2. Let f: X + X be a self-map of a compact connected polyhedron without 
a local cutpoint and let A be a closed subset of X. Assume that there exists a 
subpolyhedron B of X such that A c B, every component of B meets A, X -B is not 
a 2-manifold and B can be by-passed. If (Cl) and (C2) hold for B, then there exists 
a map g E [f] with Fix g = A. 
Proof. Again we can assume that A # 0, as otherwise Theorem 3.2 reduces to Lemma 
3.1 with B = 0. Let K be a triangulation of X = ]KI. 
Step 1. We show that there exists a subpolyhedron N in a subdivision K, of K 
such that 
(i) B c Int N, 
(ii) each component of N is 2-dimensionally connected, 
(iii) each component of N meets A, 
(iv) f is homotopic to a map g,:X +X which is a proximity map with respect 
to K on N and fixed point free on Bd N. 
We can use Lemma 3.1 to obtain a map g, E [f ] with Fix g, = B. Let I/ = U(B, g,) 
be an open neighbourhood of B so that g, is a proximity map on Cl U. With the 
help of a star cover of B with respect to a sufficiently fine subdivision K, of K we 
can find a subpolyhedron N’ of (X, K,) with 
BcInt N’c N’c U 
so that g, 1 Bd N’ is fixed point free. If the set C of local cutpoints of N’ is nonempty, 
then C c Bd N’ as X has no local cutpoint. As B c Int N’ we can find a subdivision 
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K2 of K1 so that N”= N’-U {stK2uI ~1 E C} has no local cutpoint and contains B 
in its interior. As N” has no local cutpoint, all its components are 2-dimensionally 
connected. 
Now assume that N” has a component NY with N; fl A = 0. If NY fl B # 0, then 
B, c NY for any component B, of B with N! II B, # 0. As B, II A f 0 by assumption 
of the theorem, this implies N.J’ il A # 0 which is impossible. So we can delete from 
N” all components which do not meet A and thus obtain the desired subpolyhedron 
N. 
Step 2. Let N have the components N,, N2, . . . , Nk. We show that g, is homotopic 
relative X - N to a map g,: X + X which is a proximity map with respect to K on 
N and has Fixg,={a,,a, ,..., a,}wherea,~AflN~forj=1,2 ,..., k. 
To find g,, we first homotope g, relative X - N to a map g: which is fix-finite 
on Int N and a proximity map with respect to K on N. This can be done in a way 
similar to the proof of [7, Theorem 21. As each component Nj of N is f-dimensionally 
connected, we can then unite the fixed points of g: on Nj to one fixed point and 
move this fixed point to a point Uj E A fl Nj as usual (see e.g. [ 1, Chapter VIII C, 
Lemma 2, p. 126 and Lemma 3, p. 1281) to obtain g,. 
Step 3. We now show how g can be obtained. Let d(x, A) = min{d(x, A), 1) be 
the bounded distance from x E X to A with respect to the barycentric metric d, let 
(Y(x, y, t) be defined as in [l, pp. 124-1251, and let $j: N + N be the map given by 
g(x) = cy(x, g*(x), s) for s = d(x, A). 
As Fix g,c A= N, we have Fix g = A. Let Z?: N x Z + X be the homotopy from 
g,l N to g defined by 
Z?(x, t>=a(x, g2(x), l-(1-d(x, A))t) for (x, t)E NxZ. 
If XE Bd N, then g2(x) f x and d(x, A)> 0, so Z?(x, t) f x, and therefore 
Z?I Bd N x Z is a special homotopy [2, p. 7511. We define a partial homotopy 
H’:((X-IntN)xO)U(Bd NxZ)+X by 
1 
Ax), 
H’(x, t) = - 
for (x, t) E (X - Int N) x 0, 
H(x, t), for (x, t) e Bd N x I, 
and use [2, Lemma 2.11 to extend I??’ to a special homotopy H’: (X - Int N) x Z + X. 
If g : X + X is the map given by 
g(x) = 
1 
g(x), for x E N, 
H’(x, l), forxEX-Int N, 
then Fix g = A, and the homotopy H : X x Z + X given by 
H(x, t) = 
{ 
H(x, t), for (x, t) E N x Z, 
H’(x, t), for (x, t) E (X - Int N) x Z 
shows that g is homotopic to g, and hence to J: 0 
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Remark. An inspection of the proofs shows that in Lemma 3.1 it is only necessary 
to assume that X-A, rather than X, has no local cutpoint, but this is not the case 
in Theorem 3.2. 
4. Simplification of the conditions in special cases 
While condition (Cl) is usually easy to check, we have seen in Example 2.3 that 
it can be hard to decide whether (C2) is satisfied or not. Therefore we show that 
in some cases (C2), or both (Cl) and (C2), can be omitted in the realization of a 
fixed point set. 
For deformations (Cl) and (C2) are trivially true if f is chosen as the identity 
map. But it is known that in this case the assumptions on X in Theorem 3.2 can 
also be relaxed, and in particular that by-passing can be omitted, due to 
Theorem 4.1 [4, Theorem 3.11. Any closed nonempty subset of a compact 2-dimension- 
ally connected polyhedron X can be realized as the$xed point set of a deformation. 
There are some other simple cases in which it is not necessary to check (C2). 
Theorem 4.2. Let f: X + X be a selfmap of a compact connected ANR and A a closed 
nonempty subset of X. 
(i) If either N(f) = 0 or X is simply connected, then (C2) holds, 
(ii) if A c Fix f and A intersects each essentialjxed point class off, then (Cl) and 
(C2) hold, 
(iii) if Fix f c A and if (Cl) is satisfied with a homotopy fi : A x I -+ X which has 
the property that l?(x, t) =x for all x E Fix f and 0~ t 6 1, then (C2) holds. 
Proof. (i) If N(f) = 0, then (C2) is vacuously true. If X is simply connected and 
N(f) # 0, then f: X + X has one essential fixed point class F, and any path p : I + X 
with p(0) E F and p( 1) E A satisfies (C2). 
(ii) Pick, for every essential fixed point class F of f; a point a E F fl A. Then 
I?:Axl+X givenby H(x, t)=x andp:I +Xgivenbyp(t)=a,forallx~Aand 
0~ t< 1, show that (Cl) and (C2) hold. 
(iii) Again the constant path at a point of F fl A satisfies (C2). 0 
Finally we describe a case in which both (Cl) and (C2) can be omitted from 
Theorem 3.2, namely the case where B has contractible components. 
Theorem 4.3. Let f: X + X be a self-map of a compact connected polyhedron without 
a local cutpoint and let A be a closed nonempty subset of X. Assume that there exists 
a subpolyhedron B of X such that A c B, every component of B meets A, X - B is not 
a 2-manifold and B can be by-passed. If every component of B is contractible and if 
B has at least N(f) components, then there exists a map g E [f ] with Fix g = A. 
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Proof. We can assume that A f 0 and N(f) > 0, as otherwise Theorem 4.3 follows 
from [2, Theorem 3.11. So let B have components B,, where j = 1,2,. . . , k and 
k 2 N(f) z 1. We use [2, Theorem 5.21 and [5, Lemmas 1 and 21 to homotope f to 
a mapf,:X+X with Fixf,={b,, bZ,.. ., bk}, where b, E B,. Then Theorem 4.3 will 
follow from Theorem 3.2 if we can show that (Cl) and (C2) hold for fi and B. 
As each Bi is a contractible subpolyhedron of X, there exist homotopies HJ : B, x 
I + B, relative {b,} from the identity map Hi(x, 0) =x to the constant map Hj(x, 1) = 
4. Let the homotopies & : B, x I + X from fi 1 II, to the inclusion of B, into X be 
defined by 
H;(x, t) = 
{ 
f,oHj(x,2t), forxEB,andOsts$, 
Hi(x, 2-2t), forxEB,and$stsl, 
and let H: B x I+ X be defined by fi] B, = I?,. Then a satisfies (Cl) forfr and B. 
If pi : I + X is the constant path at b,, then fi 0 pi is the constant path at 6, also, and 
as Hi is a homotopy relative {bj}, the path H(p,(l), t) is the constant path at b, as 
well. Hence fi satisfies (C2) forf, and B. 0 
Corollary 4.4. Letf: S” -+ S” be a self-map of an n-sphere, where n 3 3 and N(f) # 0. 
Then there exists, for every closed subset A of S” with 0 f A # S”, a map g E [f ] with 
Fix g = A. 
Proof. As N(f) = 1 and A # S”, we can find a contractible polyhedron B with 
AC Bc S” which satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 4.3. 0 
The restriction n 2 3 and N(f) # 0 in Corollary 4.4 is unnecessarily strong. The 
corollary is clearly false for n = 1, but Theorem 3.2 shows that it is true for N( f ) = 0 
if n 2 3 is odd. We finish by showing that it is in fact true for all n 2 2 and all N( f ). 
Theorem 4.5. Let f: S” + S” be a self-map of an n-sphere and n 2 2. Then there exists, 
for every closed subset A of S” with 0 # A # S”, a map g E [f ] with Fix g = A. 
Proof. It is not hard to construct a map g, E [f] with Fix g, = B, where B is a 
contractible polyhedron containing A which has been obtained from S” by removing 
a Euclidean neighbourhood of a point in S” -A. (An explicit construction of g, 
can e.g. be done as follows: Consider S* as the suspension of the unit circle in the 
complex plane and write the points of S* as (e”, s), where 0s t < HIT and -1 G s G 1. 
Let the map f2 : S* + S* be given, for all - 1 G s G 1, by 
{ 
(e (2dp’)i’, s +i sin t cos(n/2)s), 
_&(e”, s> = (eir, s), 
for 0s t < 7r, 
forrrGtt<n, 
where d is the degree off: Then the (n -2)-fold suspension of f2 is a self-map fn 
of S” of degree d which has a hemisphere as its fixed point set, and so g, can be 
obtained from fn by conjugation with a homeomorphism.) This map g, satisfies the 
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conditions in Step 1 of the proof of Theorem 3.2 if N is chosen as a 2-dimensionally 
connected polyhedral neighbourhood of B in a sufficiently fine subdivision K, of 
a triangulation K of S”, and the other two steps of the proof can then be carried 
out as before to obtain Theorem 4.5. 0 
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